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Abstract
Mobile devices are getting very popular these days. Most of people use mobile phones and
now, as the new generation of smartphones, the capabilities that are included in a portable
palmtop device are amazing. However, single user authentication is not enough as their
compact size makes them easy to be stolen. The variety of frauds on these devices has lead to
the development of an intrusion detection system, that acts as a constant and transparent
authentication mechanism.In this paper an algorithm for host based intrusion detection in
mobile devices has is developed. Normal Intrusion Detection Systems use signature checking
algorithms, something that can not be implemented easily on a mobile device. This system is
based on statistical models that try to identify anomalies in users’ attitude by utilizing a
profiling procedure and then requires a second layer of authentication from the user, where at
the same time network administrator is warned about possible abuse.
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1. Introduction
The main aim of this project is to develop an intrusion detection system (IDS) for
mobile devices. Single authentication mechanisms are not enough and many frauds
take place (Clarke&Furnell, 2005). As a result our thought is the development of a
continuous and transparent authentication system capable of identifying any possible
abnormal attitude. Before we analyze the designing plans of our system, some basic
principles of the intrusion detection have to be understood. First of all the idea of
intrusion detection is taken from desktop and laptop computers as they are developed
before the mobile devices and there are many problems in terms of information
security. The evolution of the mobile devices was very fast and started during the
previous decade. The first of them were capable to perform phone calls through the
GSM network, store names and numbers, provide calendar services like date
reminding etc, storing notes etc (Mobitedia, 2006).
The last generations of these devices are far more developed. The definition of
palmtop computers is precise enough. Having a processor, memory, operating
system and many other computer infrastructure they can support many type of
applications and of course at the same time to be normal cell phones. As an example
for their evolution we can give Microsoft’s windows mobile operating system,
specially designed for mobile devices.
What is in our minds is to create a system, capable to identify frauds and misuses at
the mobile device (Lundin&Jonsson, 2000). In order to achieve that, we install
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multiple sensors on the device that monitor user’s attitude and keep records of it.
Then, as the device is in operation, the captured traffic is compared with what was
kept and a threshold. In case there is enough aberration the IDS is activated, warning
the user and the network about the potential danger.
In section 2 literature review is analyzed providing information about the sources and
the references of this project. In addition the research method that has been followed
is analyzed giving details on the aspects on where the author was focused on. In
section 3 the main framework of the IDS is presented analytically providing all the
necessary details. In section 4 some advantages and disadvantages of the framework
are discussed

2. Literature review
Our aim is to develop a system that is capable to protect all kind of mobile devices.
However, not all of them have the same capabilities. What is more, data connections
for these devices are many, for example Bluetooth, GPRS, UMTS, infrared etc. Now,
in order to develop this project, we need to research in depth existing vulnerabilities
and further security aspects in this area.
As the project is more focused on the development of a host based anomaly detection
IDS research is needed on these fields. In (Lundin&Jonsson, 2000) some effective
strategies for intrusion detection are presented, like the mobile agents one. In
addition in (Farshchi&Jamil, 2006) useful ideas about wireless intrusion detection
are presented. What is more, in (McGraw, 2005) some interesting thoughts are
presented about the necessity of effective security mechanisms on mobile devices
and mainly for intrusion detection systems. Furthermore, in (Kemp, 2005) some
interesting thoughts about effective tactic on intrusion detection are presented, some
of them useful for our research. Besides, in (Elison, 2006) there is a very good
discussion about potential problems in general for intrusion detection.
The system that it is designed, acts like a constant transparent authentication system.
As a result, before the designing attempt of the IDS, a research for authentication
methods is needed. What is more, a research for biometric authentication
mechanisms is also suggested, as the method with the threshold, where the system
decides whether the user is authenticated or not, can be used with a similar to the
IDS identifying whether an activity is normal or not (Clarke&Furnell, 2005).
In a recent survey presented in (Clarke et al 2002) we can see that PIN is the only
authentication procedure that is used. Indeed, sometimes it is not used properly and
as a result frauds occur. Another interesting point is the concern that users express
for security aspects. This is certainly an optimistic message to continue our work and
achieve our goals.
2.1 Statistical analysis
Mobile devices are mobile phones as well and one of their basic functions is
telephony. As mentioned above, by the increasing processing power and storage
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capability of a device like these, statistical data about the calling activities and the
user’s roaming can be kept in the device and be analyzed. In case new data get over
some specific limits, a warning signal may be sent. A very good algorithm is
IDAMN, developed by (Samfat&Molva, 1997). Although it is a bit complicated, a
very good point is the user classification they use: Domestic, Business, Corporate
and Roamer according their usage. However, the complicity of the statistical data
makes me think that it requires a lot of processing power where at the same time the
percentage of false alarms may be high. On the other hand, a similar, simpler,
algorithm can be used gathering and analyzing data, giving warnings when
something unusual is happening. Finally, one more disadvantage may be the possible
leak of personal data that may occur from gathering all these personal data of calls
and roaming (Clarke et al 2002; Clarke and Furnell, 2005)

3. IDS framework for mobile devices
Now, all parts of the system need to be implemented at the mobile device.

Figure 1: The plan of the IDS
Sensors are implemented at the mobile device monitoring all the network activities.
Parts for monitoring telephony, user’s roaming, exchanged SMS/MMS, wireless
network activity, e-mail activity, file accessing applications, Internet activity,
Bluetooth connections, Infrared activity, web browser activity, new applications
installation. What is in common in all the above sensors is the common way an
attack is recognized. By having kept a statistical amount of previous activity, which
is hypothesized as normal, it is comparing with the received data and a threshold. In
case the difference is higher than the allowed then the IDS is activated
(Samfat&Molva, 1997).
Data are collected from sensors and then they are forwarded to storage and profiling
session. At the second one, user’s profile is created based on the data collected from
the training period. This time is approximately one month but it is variable and it
depends on the time that the device is used on daily basis. In other words the training
period lasts as time as it is needed for enough data to be captured for profile creation.
An alternative solution, more efficient for powerful devices as it requires more
resources is when the profile is created from the activities of the last time interval,
large enough in order to calculate users profile, average one month.
Indeed, when the users starts his/hers device for first time some brief questions are
asked in order to be categorized in one of the default profiles. These are:
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•
•
•
•

Student
Domestic
Business
Roaming

The categorization in these profiles except from providing data for protection during
training period, it gives the opportunity for variable thresholds in attack recognitions.
Different users do not have the same security expectations and for example
thresholds in business profile can be tighter than the home one. This categorization
gives the opportunity to the system to treat each user with a different way, more
suitable to his/hers needs.
3.1 Hardware capability
This project is designed to be implemented to a wide range of devices. This of course
is not possible as not all devices have the same capabilities. For example is there is
no need to implement Bluetooth sensor in a device that does not support this
protocol.
Group
Sensors

1
Telephony,
Roaming,
Exchanged
SMS/MMS

2
All the
previous
plus
Bluetooth,
Infrared

3
All the previous
plus Wifi
connections,
Internet activity

4
All the
previous
plus Web
browser, Email
activity

5
All the previous
plus monitoring
new
applications
installation

Table 1: Groups and sensors
Now, the mobile devices have to be categorized into these five groups according to
their hardware capabilities. However, this is not simple as many vendors do not
publish any details about their products. Actually, devices are categorized basically
according to their CPU speed or memory. Table 1 presents a proposed categorization
of the sensors into 5 groups. Of course this is not a necessity a device may be very
powerful to have all sensors however some of them may be useless and not
implemented. On the other hand, in case a devices performance is slowed down,
some of the installed sensors can be removed. What is achieved with this method is
that the designed IDS can be implemented to a wide range of devices.
3.2 Output
When a potential threat is recognized from the IDS then there are two levels, the
warning and the alarm one. By the first time something unusual is recognized, the
first (warning) level warns the users about potential abnormal activity. Then, he/she
has the opportunity to authenticate again his/her self to continue that activity. In case
this goes on, then the IDS is activated at the second layer, the alarm one. Then the
network administrator is informed that a continuous abnormal activity takes place at
the specific device. Now, additional authentication is mandatory, not optional as it
was at the first layer. What is proposed for this a biometric authentication algorithm.
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That on (Lodi et al 2002) is a very good one for voice recognition, not only by
requiring low system resources, but also by its very effective results.

4 Discussion
This system is developed in order to recognize and identify abnormal activity on a
mobile device. This recognition however, is based on the way user behaves with
his/hers mobile. A potential vulnerability of the system is the fact that in case of an
emergency, when user performs more calls and generally the whole activity of the
system is increasing, the system is activated by false. Indeed, this reduces the
reliability of the system and makes it more irritating for the user. This is the reason
the optional additional authentication process is added at the first warning level.
What is more, the system needs a reset function/button. In case the device is sold
again as second hand, all the previous settings in the IDS (profiles etc) need to be
deleted and the training period needs to be started again for the new user. However,
lots of care has to be given at this point as an attacker may be capable of resetting the
IDS and perform his/hers malicious acts without a problem.
In general, it can be argued that the system is not able to follow any changes at user’s
attitude. For example, if someone changes his/hers job, then possibly the way he/she
is using the device is changed as well. This of course is not similar with the attitude
at the training time and consequently the IDS starts generating false alarms,
something irritating. Once more, a reset function is necessary but with paying lots of
attention at the authentication process of the person that performs the reset.
Furthermore, this system acts by capturing data from all kind of activities of the
device. This however may be irritating for the user. Many people may feel that they
are monitored from their own device, that their actions are captured. As a result, lots
of care has to be given in order the system in not used for malefic purposes. For
example, it can be modified and used by a company manager, to watch and monitor
employees’ activities, especially by monitoring their roaming.
In addition, the system is not capable of protecting the owner from attackers that
know users attitude. For example, when an attacker knows the way that the victims
uses his/hers device and the fact that this IDS model is implemented, then he/she is
capable of stealing it and not be identified just by using it as its owner used it.

5. Conclusion
This framework is developed in 2006. As it can be argued that the area of mobile
devices is a rapid developing are, the current situation is possible to be changed in a
sort time. A future work can update this project by recategorizing them to new
groups according to device resources of the exiting time. As devices are getting more
powerful new sensors can be added and of course new groups covering all kind of
activities. The author would be grateful to see this work updated and developed in
future.
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